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In our previous issues I shared my westward journey that began in 2006, 
regarding "Ancient Prophecies over this Land," and finally the "COMING 
CHANGES" word that underscores the entire narrative of these "NIGHT WORDS." 
This newsletter will focus on one such previous word I received three years 
ago today. It came during the midterm election of 2018 as we witnessed the 
balance of power began to shift once again. Then came the 2020 election 
when it completely shifted and the deepening rift in our nation became even 
more sharply divided. The following word directs attention "toward the east," 
which seems to refer both to our nation's capital as well as possibly China. 
However, the real focus is not toward conflict but God's ultimate plan of 
restoration. It is the heart of this message directed to the HEART of a people 
being called forth. 
 

18-1103 NIGHT WORDS-TURN YOUR ATTENTION NOW TOWARD THE EAST 
 

"Turn your attention now toward the EAST where turbulence is rising, tension 
is building, and violence is erupting. Watch for the turbulence that shall arise. 
Heated tension shall build even anticipating open hostility. Notice the 
language that is being used, and the gestures, and even the threats that are 
being issued. This disruption of peace, this disharmony and conflict, shall 
build. It's like a turbulence arising out of the sea creating a mighty wave of 
destruction. And then notice the tension building in this land, anger, angry 
words, threats, not just veiled threats, but the tension will rise and mount and 
build.  
 
Then comes the moment that it is not just a threat but an actuality. At that 
moment the point of tension reaches its boiling point and open hostility 
erupts. It's been building for a long time the way a volcano builds up pressure 
beneath the surface. The pressure increases until there's no place left but to 
erupt. Surface tensions shall arise. Attention shall be focused on certain 
regions, certain lands, certain areas. It's not that you can predict simply by 
observing, but to know and understand: A clear, concise picture shall begin to 
arise. It's like an underground river that has been there a long time but then 
it comes to the surface. It's discovered and its potential for destruction then 
comes into the thought, the mind, and the heart. For you see, anger and 
hostility will build and then it begins to open up. Then there comes a moment 



when there is no reversing of actions taken. Your capacity, however, is not to 
attempt to predict such things, but to direct AWARENESS to certain regions 
and certain lands where these things will begin to build up pressure. For what 
you are going to discover is  
• the pattern that these things follow and  
• the forces of darkness that overshadow these lands.  

 
This ELECTION (midterm 2018) is going to bring CHANGES and changes are not 
going to bring harmony. They will only bring more agitation and threat. For 
the threat will began to awaken a spirit of animosity. It will not be so thinly 
veiled but begin to build a momentum that marches in a specific direction. For 
VIOLENCE will spill over from one land into another. It will begin to cross 
borders. And then when tension begins to increase there comes the 
realization: 'It's too late to turn the tide.' It's already set in motion, because 
FEAR causes there to be a reaction without consideration of consequence. It 
shall begin to erupt in numerous places but pay ATTENTION to the EAST. For 
what should be decency of order and government shall be undermined. The 
foundation of power shall be shaken, and smoke shall indicate fire. Pressure 
will continue to build causing tension in the conscience and unconscious 
mind of humanity to realize the moment many have feared has come. Such 
things are only part of a DIVINE STRATEGY to summon the HEARTS of a people 
to wake up and realize there's no political situation or solution to change the 
course of this. At some point humanity realizes this is very real.  
 
I said to you that your PURPOSE is to speak to the HEART of a PEOPLE, to direct 
their attention to the awareness of spiritual forces that have been building, to 
give a voice to a people that will begin to arise, taking note of these things, 
and yet declaring the Word of the Lord. Your focus is to be the BUILDING of a 
HOUSE (spiritual), the RAISING UP of a PEOPLE, the PREPARATION for things 
even beyond the violence and the tension and the animosity.  
• But keep your attention toward the EAST, for what is building up there 

shall force reaction in many lands.  
• It's like the GREAT BEAR begins to stir and there is no space to give the 

BEAR as it begins to expand and move forth in open hostility to get its 
way. 

 
The HEART must be willing to be turned in a different direction, in a different 
understanding, so not to react to things outwardly but to understand this 
UNDERGROUND RIVER is a spiritual force of CHANGE that's coming. The DIVINE 
MOVE, the MOVE of GOD, will be like an underground RIVER. It's taking place 
in the HEART of a PEOPLE. And their MINDS will be brought into subjection to 
this so not to misinterpret or misread what's being shown outwardly, but to 



understand the DIRECTION of the CURRENT. For the forces of HEAVEN are being 
positioned to respond, to direct, and even oversee much activity that's taking 
shape even now. For you see, the MINDS of the people are greatly distracted 
and their HEARTS are still asleep. They are led by dreams and imaginations but 
there is little UNDERSTANDING.  
 
There is coming a NEW ECONOMY. There is going to come a FORCEFUL SHIFT 
in the DOLLAR. And this is what captures the attention of many in high places 
because that is like a body of water that begins to shift in a different direction 
and causes everything upon it to move with it.  
• The force of the DOLLAR will change.  
• A NEW ECONOMY will begin to emerge, and  
• NEW POWERFUL FORCES will begin to arise.  

That means the FOUNDATIONS are being shaken and those who have 
predicted for so long various outcomes are going to have to readjust their 
positions.  
 
Don't be caught up in the hype. Don't take action based on predictions, but 
rather 'be still and know,' and let Me INSTRUCT you. For NEW APOSTOLIC 
VOICES will begin to arise. They are not simply predicting 'revival, revival, 
revival'. But a VOICE will begin to arise to UNCOVER the TRUE FOUNDATION of 
MY HOUSE and of WORSHIP. A NEW UNDERSTANDING will come forth as this 
RIVER begins to emerge. That's the RIVER!  
• This river FLOWS from the THRONE.  
• It flows in the INNER DIMENSION, the INNER REALM of the HEART of a 

people. 
(To be continued) 
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